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SHORT
INTRODUCTION
The following document describes the economic framework of the MEDLand Valley
game. The game tries to achieve a „play to earn” game concept by having a strong focus
on economic fundamentals to avoid drawbacks that other crypto games have
experienced and have ended up with an infinitely decreasing token price.

We need to distinguish the essential economic fundamentals that all crypto games
should try to achieve and how these affect the economic design. Next, we will examine
the balancing forces of our economic system and aim to stabilise the game’s premium
currency price. This token is a crucial component. We should have a roughly stable (aim:
only deviate slightly and has a slowly growing price) currency that can be used as a
payment method while also increasing its price to please investors and the players.
Finally, we will dig deeper into the details of certain economic-related game design
elements.
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BUSINESS ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS:

THE THREE TOKENS
We try to adhere to the basic accounting principles of doubleentry bookkeeping. We have decided on two token IDOs and will
provide each future game with a „fake” token (in-game currency,
e.g. Silver). The flexibility of cryptocurrencies allows us to give
each currency a different use.

the first coin will be MED TOKEN (MEDT - governance), whose
purpose is to finance the MEDLAND company’s future projects.
This token essentially represents the company’s share of voting
powers for future development. Therefore, this token will serve a
governance function. We are planning to allow the holders to
stake and vote for the main future goals of the company and its
games..
The second coin is MEDCRYSTAL (MEDC - premium gold
currency). Its purpose is to provide continuous revenue for the
MEDLAND company, sourced from multiple games we will
produce. This token acts as a premium currency in a freemium
context. Its purpose is to provide a stable coin (slowly increasing
value) for the MEDLAND future games.

M

While the before mentioned token’s supply will be limited (250M
MEDT, 2B MEDC – they can be split/merged), the collection of
these „fake-tokens” will be infinite. This is necessary because each
game has its ecosystem, rewards, and markets that might be
adversely affected by token shortages. Also, we are planning to
make the game „free”, which allows players who do not own any
MEDT or MEDC to integrate into the game’s ecosystem. The
supply of these tokens will be balanced by the creation and
payment/ burning mechanisms integrated into each game’s
design.
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When a server ends, the players either trade their Silver for MEDC or invest it into their
NFTs or take them through a burning mechanism that allows them to release a chunk of
it into the other MEDLAND software’s ecosystem (for, e.g. Garden, MEDEX). Silver’s
infinite supply will not impact the value of the crypto tokens because they will only
serve as a redistributing tool in the Valley.
Important information regarding the three tokens:
a) MED TOKEN
i. Aim: Financing projects
ii. Logic: Governance = Like shares
iii. Volume: 250 M
b) MED CRYSTAL
i. Aim: Providing revenue for the company
ii. Logic: The premium currency for MEDLAND games
iii.Volume: 2 B
c) Silver
i. Aim: Providing tokens for each game separately
ii. Logic: Non-premium currency, only available and useable within our systems
iii. Volume: Infinite
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BALANCING THE SUPPLY
ON THE EXTERNAL MARKET

We wouldn’t like to create a fixed balancing mechanism or anything that allows us to
use arbitrary power in the economic system of the games and their external-/ internal
markets. Instead, we would like to let the market’s free forces decide the price and the
supply of the tokens as much as possible.
This section will cover the mechanisms which will try to stabilise and allow the MEDC
token price to rise. Also, if the market decides that the token is worth nothing and wants
to let it die, these algorithms won’t interfere. However, the opposite is true as well. If the
market forces pump the price up because they think the token is worth much more, the
algorithms won’t protect the price either

A

INCREASE

The following elements will increase the supply of MEDC (token creation/acquired by
players): RTS PVE.
The main goal of each server is to eliminate the 4th nation. If a player wins a battle on
the Valley map against them, they can rarely be rewarded with a limited amount of
these premium tokens and, in even rarer cases, MEDT (governance token).
Main features of increasing MC supply:
1. RTS PVE (Player versus enemy)
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B

DECREASE

The following elements will apply Transaction fees and NFT auctions to decrease token
supply. These methods allow us to retrieve MEDC tokens or reduce the number of tokens
a player has.
In Arena PVP only servers, players can stake MEDC when they fight against each other
besides Silver. The winner will be charged a small percentage (0.1%) of their winnings.
This is because we want to motivate streamers, allowing them to organise events where
they can fight against each other, and their community can chance on the outcome.
Furthermore, we will add a small fee to the game’s internal exchange market when the
players are making purchases from each other, and this mechanism will be applied to all
resources and Silver (burning).
We want to create NON-NFT aesthetic items such as emotes, which would be in-house
created and bound to the hero core NFT. We would only accept USDT tokens for these
products.

The main features of decreasing the MC supply:
i. Transaction fees:
1. Arena PVP staking
2. Resource Market
ii. NFT auction

C

STAKING/HOLDING

We want to create a circular economy for our games which will be both beneficial for:
The company/investors, by providing a stable revenue stream
-The players by providing a stable (balanced earning system) and fun gaming
environment
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THE COMBINATION

OF THE GAME AND THE ECONOMIC DESIGN
The game aims to create a fun environment where we open up the game’s internal
economy to outside markets. To do this, we need a community that is pleased with our
game and its economic system. We are planning to integrate the following functions:

a) NFT auctions
b) Resource market – internal exchange of goods
c) Staking (in arena PVP)
d) Looting (in the RTS)
e) Achievements and rewards
f) Skin sales for USDT
g) Taxation of transactions

This section will explain the above-mentioned game elements:

A

NFT AUCTION

We want to create a platform that could also bring together content creators and the
players by incorporating NFT auctions. Players can choose to either use a pre-purchased
NFT hero or create a new hero at the start of every RTS server. Players will be able to
develop their 2D hero and will be able to choose from three different races (elf, dwarf,
human). They will be able to customise their hero’s appearance, which can be later
minted into a unique NFT. Some players may wish to start their RTS game with a precreated NFT (if they don’t already have an NFT they would like to use), they may be able
to buy one on the auction system. We want to incentivise content creators to make
cosmetic NFTs and sell them in the auction house. They can do so if their art is gone
through the selection process (see community documentation). Players will be allowed to
sell NFTs to anyone on any other platform. They are not limited to our auction system.
Bidding for NFTs would start from a fixed initial amount provided by the creator. If they
decide to sell it in our auction house, the company will take a small percentage of the sale
price (0.1%) for transaction costs.
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NFT heroes are optional and are not a necessity for the RTS game. We want to make our
game work on a free/freemium model with minimal obstacles to entry (like creating
and/or adding a digital crypto wallet).
Besides aesthetic features, NFTs will be used to store a hero’s skills and traits, skills are
used in the PVP arena for combat, and traits increase resource production in the RTS. In
addition, NFTs will store the hero’s level. It will do it separately during PVP arena
gameplay. Experience points earned during arena PVP are added to the NFT when it is
re-minted, increasing the NFT hero’s level outside of games) during the end of an RTS
server. Players can choose to convert their Silver into a trait bonus, meaning that players
can choose to increase the value of their NFT instead of converting Silver to MC,
stabilising the token’s value slightly. Server endings will also be staggered to prevent a
significant drop in Silver value to MEDC.
NFTs used on a server (MEDLAND VALLEY mainly) cannot be sold until a server is
finished and the NFT is re-minted. Despite this, because of new entries, players are
allowed to migrate into existing servers and bring in more MEDC. We want to highlight
that due to newcomers being less advanced than players who have been playing on the
running servers, initial protection can be expected.
We can also mention that NFTs can also be used for stake boosting in the MEDEX
platform. At the same time, the equivalent of the traits in the Valley in MEDGARDEN is
the avatar’s passive luck boosting while playing against the AI chancing Silver.

NFT LIFE CYCLE
The life-cycle of an NFT looks like the following: minting, then evolution in games, and
the sale in the auction house. Finally, after an NFT is not used for a year, it will be
burned. To deter this outcome, one should play with it in the games (+1 year reset in
Valley/ Medieval, +1 month reset in Garden/ Trophy).
The minting process means that first, the NFT should be generated on the underlying
chain, and a party should pay the fee for this. The creators and the owners could be the
following: a player who creates the hero and pays the fee at the server ending in the
Valley. Medland Ltd. also would like to create unique limited NFTs, which will be later
put into the auction house for sale. Individual artists can also mint their NFTs if their
intellectual asset successfully goes through voting (see community documentation). The
creators should pay the creation fee on the blockchain and an additional sum
determined by the Medland Ltd. company (1st NFT: 10 USDT, 2nd 40 USDT, 3rd 60
USDT, 4th 100 USDT).
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If the NFT minting fee is more significant than the company’s additional expenses, then
the surcharges are not applicable. Also, the above-listed surcharges are reset yearly, so if
one has bought an NFT for 10 USDT (and won’t buy any more NFT), after a year, the
transaction of another NFT will be available for 10 USDT again. After the minting, the
owner of the NFT will be the one paying the chain fee and the surcharges.
After this step, the owner has 2 main options: playing and letting the NFT evolve, selling
it in the auction house or elsewhere. Evolution in the games means that the player firstly
can change the hero’s skin partly with additional non-NFT skins by conducting the reminting of the NFT and paying the fees for it. Here no additional surcharges can be
expected. The second type of evolution of an NFT regards the passive booster traits
(boosted Silver mining in Valley, luck boost against AI in Garden). There is an upper limit
of this boosting, which is +50% in the case of the Valley, and 10% in the case of the
Garden. If an NFT tops all of the passive traits, then a split can be expected, which will
result in the creation of 2 NFTs with half of the original’s abilities. With this and with
the 1-year maximum time limit of gameplay inactivity of NFT, we expect the supply and
demand of the NFTs to be balanced.
In the case of the auction house, where owners can exchange NFTs after the buyer pays
the chain fee and the transaction fee (0.1%) charged by the MEDLAND Ltd. company, the
NFTs can only be sold and bought for MEDC.
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B

RESOURCE MARKET

Free market forces will govern the price of resources in the RTS game (livestock, Silver,
stone, wood, wheat), and each server will have its exchange, turning them into
compartmentalised markets that the players control. So, for example, players can trade
RTS resources for Silver in these markets.
Players will determine the price of resources and Silver in the game’s ecosystem. Each
resource will have a fixed initial price which will then be affected by free-market forces.

C

STAKING IN THE ARENA

Players have to stake before entering arena combat; this stake acts as their health bar.
Stakes are even and must be matched by both players. Staking is different based on
server type:
PVP only server: MC staking
RTS server (combined PVE and PVP): Silver staking
Arena PVP combat is a fast-paced 2D one versus one fight where players use a variety of
skills to strategise and take on their opponent. The PVP arena blends fast-paced action
with the slower strategy-oriented RTS game, offering a varied gameplay experience.
Tournaments or championships could be organised based on the popularity of PVP
combat.
Arena PVP has two modes:
Free play: Set a stake and allow any player to match it and fight.
Random matchmaking: Based on the hero level, it can reach a new bracket every 5
levels with a predetermined stake for each bracket.

D

LOOTING (RTS)

Both players and the 4th nation AI can loot villages. MC can only be looted from 4th
nation villages and are a rare occurrence. Players will also rarely receive temporary
skins, which they can apply to their hero and can be minted onto that hero’s NFT hero
core. The only resource that can be looted between players is silver (5%) max per attack.
Players who defeat the most 4th nation villages can earn rewards and achievements (see
e.).
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E

ACHIEVEMENTS AND REWARDS

The game design documentation provides more details about the achievements and
connected reward system. In short, there are four types of conditions after a server ends:
PVP champion: most wins OR best K/D etc.
Most advanced economy: first player-/ clan to max out everything
Community forger: clan with the fullest treasury
4th Nation crusher: Destroying the most 4th nation villages
They are earning one of the achievement awards for the player a badge and/or an
accessory for their NFT (besides token drops).

F

SKIN SALE

In-house designed skins will be available via USDT (permanent) and other durable skins
and emotes for Silver (temporary).
Community-created NFTs will be curated and sold on the auction system for MC.
MEDLand Valley will take a small (0.1%) fee for sales for NFT skin creators.

G

CLAN TAX

In the RTS, clans can dominate regions. If a player is within a clan owned region and
performs any taxable transaction (e.g. sending resources or market trading), a percentage
of that tax is given to region’s clan’s treasury. If the treasury is full then the income is
split between clan members.

H

THE CENTRAL BANK

In the RTS, clans can dominate regions; if a player is within a clan-owned area and
performs any taxable transaction (e.g. sending resources or market trading), a percentage
of that tax (0.1%) is given to the region’s clan treasury. If the treasury is complete, the
income is split between clan members.
Source of logical framework: https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOW9w9DE=/
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